Compliant data storage
and long-term archiving
iCAS offers:
A secure and
KPMG-certified
storage platform
for personal and
business data
(Privacy-by-design)

Integrity protection
of your data thanks
to patented Content
Storage Container
and Self-Healing
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GDPR certification
Data integrity
Hardware independence
Long-term security

Encryption, multitenancy capability,
WORM storage
and access control
for effective data
protection

A central archive storage platform as key to compliance
„Many requirements of the GDPR are easier to implement based on a central archive
storage platform. First, the GDPR requires a review and optimization of existing
business processes. Technology is only the second step, but it can be crucial for the
implementation and continuous compliance.“

Werner Bachmann
Lawyer
IT compliance and privacy

GDPR-compliant data storage with iCAS
✓✓Certified privacy
iCAS is audited and certified by KPMG for Privacyby-design and Privacy-by-default. Data entcryption
prevents unauthorized access to your data.

✓✓Data integrity
Data consistency and integrity is ensured through
automatic Self-Healing (identification and repair
of damaged archive objects).

✓✓Future-proof archiving strategy
As a software-defined solution, iCAS is independent
of utilized storage hardware and allows you to keep
up with state-of-the-art technology. This creates longterm security and investment protection.

✓✓Multi-tenancy capability and access control
The division of archives by client offers a clear
separation into different repositories. All access
attempts to the data archive are documented in
audit logs.

✓✓Retention Management
✓✓Immutability of data
Timestamps and lock concept guarantee a secure
Thanks to WORM functionality and patented Content
data retention to meet legal requirements and
Storage Container technology, data is protected
internal compliance demands.
against manipulation and unauthorized deletion.
✓✓Integration of 120+ business applications
Leading ECM-, ERP-, DMS-, PACS- and E-Mailsystems are iCAS-certified.
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✓✓Central data storage
Many requirements of the GDPR are easier to
implement based on a central archive storage
platform with retention management.

Questions?
We‘ll be glad to help!
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